We examined the implicit acquisition and mental representation of a novel verb in patients with probable Alzheimer's disease (AD). Patients were exposed to the new verb in a naturalistic manner as part of a simple picture story. We probed grammatical, semantic and thematic matrix knowledge of the verb soon after presentation and again 1 week later. We found partial verb acquisition that was retained over 1 week. AD patients did not differ from controls in their acquisition and retention of a new verb's major grammatical subcategory, although they acquired little of its semantic properties and displayed minimal acquisition of the new word's thematic matrix. Moreover, AD patients appeared to maintain their acquired grammatical knowledge over 1 week. We discuss the implications of these findings from several perspectives, including the modularity of the language processing system, the relationship between episodic memory and semantic memory, and the role of the preserved implicit memory system in AD patients' partially successful lexical acquisition.
Introduction
Patients with probable Alzheimer's disease (AD) have significant difficulty with single words. Most work focuses on naming and understanding nouns and the corresponding objects. It is unclear whether observed deficits generalize to other word classes such as verbs. In the present study, we examine the implicit acquisition and mental representation of a new verb.
Several reports describe worse performance with verbs than nouns in AD. This includes visual confrontation naming difficulty with verbs (Robinson, Grossman, White-Devine, & D'Esposito, 1996) , a deficit with verb-picture matching (White-Devine et al., 1996) , and an impairment selecting the best of four verbs related to a description or a video (Yi, Moore, & Grossman, 2007 Cipolotti, 1999), a number of accounts have been forwarded to explain their verb deficit. These focus on the several important ways that verbs differ from nouns. First, a noun is embedded in a well-organized, redundant, and hierarchically structured semantic network, but verbs are part of a poorly structured network with impoverished hierarchical and lateral relationships (Miller & Fellbaum, 1991) . There are several consequences of this kind of difference. A well-organized hierarchical structure appears to provide strong support for compensatory mechanisms as a distributed network for noun meaning degrades during the course of the disease (Rogers et al., 2004) , but similar compensation may not be as available to support processing of verbs (Robinson et al., 1996; White-Devine et al., 1996; Yi et al., 2007) . Secondly, a verb represents many different types of linguistic information. In addition to its semantic representation, a verb also contains a rich amount of grammatical information. Many verbs thus exhibit a preference for a particular sentence structure. This determines the grammatical characteristics of an utterance containing the verb. Moreover, the preferred sentence structure may have consequences for verb meaning. A verb preferring a sentence complement tends to be associated more with perceptual-cognitive than motion-action meaning, for example (Fisher, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1991) . Thematic
